Reserving MMC Equipment with iLab
1.
2.
3.
4.

Login to iLab at https://ohsu.corefacilities.org
Click the core facilities link on the left side navigation menu
Choose Multiscale Microscopy Core
The default, Schedule Equipment tab, provides access to the MMC calendars including
instruments, MMC personnel and workstations.
5. To create a reservation, click the resource name (Krios, Helios, Claudia Lopez, etc) or the
View Schedule button to the right.
a. NOTE: If you need MMC staff assistance, make a reservation on the equipment schedule
directly and be sure to check the reserve time on a linked schedule box within the
reservation screen (step 7).

6. On the schedule page, click and drag a desired reservation time.
7. Fill appropriate fields on the reservation form. Payment information is required:
a. OHSU users must choose an alias from the drop-down.
b. External users must type a value into the PO field.
c. Be sure to answer required questions on the right side of the form.
d. Reservation time can be adjusted if the click-and-drag time is inaccurate.
8. Check for Required fields on the right of the page indicated by a red star to the left of the
field.
9. “Save Reservation” at bottom left.
Unless you are trained as an independent user, all reservation requests are sent to MMC staff
for approval. The approval process is managed through iLab after the request is saved.
Tentative reservations appear on the schedule in orange. Approved reservations appear in
purple.
Need Staff Assistance with using equipment?
1. Open the equipment’s schedule.
2. Check the Reserve button under the Reserve time on a linked schedule heading.
3. Choose from the list of technicians.

Cancelling Reservations
The following restrictions apply to cancellations:
• Users may cancel their own reservations.
To cancel a reservation:
1. Locate reservation on the calendar.
2. Edit reservation (double click or use the pencil symbol).
3. Scroll to the bottom
4. Click Cancel.

Additional Support
o OHSU iLab Documentation
o Managing Aliases
o Managing Lab Members
Claudia Lopez (MMC Director) – mmc@ohsu.edu - 503-418-0186
Craige Mazur (Internal iLab support) – ilabsupport@ohsu.edu - 503-494-6563

